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Nothing on Earth so beautiful as
the final haul on Halloween night.
~Steve Almond

Signs that you
may be a ZOMBIE
By Kyle ‘Skeleton’ Roe
~ Daily Bull ~

Lack of Sleep.
You have bad oral hygiene.
You don’t like to exercise,
unless it is to get something
to eat.
Mumbled Speech.
You’re not very bright.
You have been wearing the
same clothes for weeks.
You like watching people
get killed in movies.
You mindlessly cross roads
without looking for oncoming traffic.
You are commonly sighted
shambling and stumbling
around, especially at night.
You find shiny objects interesting.
Loud music attracts you.
...see Zombie checklist on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like skanky costumes!

Things to do on Devil's Night
By Stephen ‘Blood n Guts’ Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

It’s almost Halloween and that means it me personally I would likely find it hilariis also almost devil’s night. Yes, devil’s ous. Well, maybe.
night - that one night where its ok to be
a complete asshole for no reason.
A standard of the devils night is throwing
eggs at peoples cars or houses, a good
You might be wondering, “What sorts of ploy but let’s turn up the heat. Instead
crazy things could I do this devil’s night?” of throwing eggs, you could throw live
Well you could be lame and go with the gerbils into oncoming traffic. Nothing like
standards like egging houses, toilet paper- a good splat over someone’s windshield
ing trees, or smashing pumpkins, but what to make them happy, but why stop
is the fun in that?
there! Throw a gerbil at people or into a
blender. Not sure why the last one… it
Come now, people. I think it’s time we just sounds ridiculous.
turn up the heat, like Detroit when it
catches fire during devil’s night. Now I’m Another staple is toilet papering trees
not suggesting you do any of the follow- and houses. How could you turn the
ing but as long as you don’t do them to heat up on this one, you might ask?
For starters you could
use the toilet paper
first, nothing like a nice
brown streak down
someone’s front door
to make them feel really
special. That is just the
beginning though! Why
not take an example
from the La Maison Hall
and take baby kittens
and hang them by their
own intestines from
trees in your neighbor’s
If you need something to do this devil’s night, be sure you
front yard.
consider fear-inducing gerbil-throwing riots.

...see Demon pranks on back

Go out and have a ghoulishly good time.
AND DO THE TIME WARP AGAIN!

by John

Earnest || Happy Halloween from the Daily Bull!

Halloween party tonight at 9!

... Zombie checklist from front

You have an uncontrollable urge to
go to the mall.
When not looking for food you hardly move.
You always seem to be getting in
fights, especially when it involves
food.
You crave human flesh.
And all your friends seem to share
the above problems.
These may also be signs that you are
a college student, yeah... let’s go
with that.

... Demon pranks from front

Less common but still popular is to
take shit put in a bag then light it on
fire in someone’s front door. Then ring
the doorbell to get them to come
stomp the fire out only to get poo
on their shoe. But that is clearly not
offensive enough. To make this one
work I suggest rather than shit in a
bag why not replace it with a baby?
Not only is the baby on fire in a bag
but then it gets stomped by some
unsuspecting victim. There is nothing
like emotionally scarring someone for
a good laugh.

when they hit the saran wrap. To make
this one more interesting you could
replace the saran wrap with a steel
cable. I can just see the decapitated
people now.

Something I would say you should
never do as it is completely and utterly
crossing the lines of all human decency
would be to ding dong ditch some
helpless victim. Just think. They could
be old, or even obese. Who are we
to have to right to cause the obese to
have to get up and answer their door
and have no one there. I would say
shame to you if you did this. On that
Reaching further into the bag of tricks note, I would like to wish everyone
is the saran wrapping around two a happy, safe devil’s night and Haltrees across a road to scare people loween.

brains 666 666 blood 666 evil 666
Scary-Ass Halloween: STUPID VOTERS
By Alec ‘Haunter’ Hamer ~ Daily Bull
Be in our chem lab group! Need your
powers! Need your braaaiiinnnsss!
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As you all know, or should at least know… Halloween is this Sunday. Scary stuff, I know. BUT
WAIT, THERE’S MORE!! Next Tuesday is Election
Day, something that could be much scarier if
you don’t vote. Think about it—if you don’t
vote, who are you to complain about how
the country is run? That, to me, is much scarier
than anything Halloween can
throw at me, except for
alcohol poisoning. That’s shitty.
But you’re probably all like “Alec, I don’t know who
to vote for” or “Alec, how do I vote?” Well, the
answer is probably easier than you think. Read
the fucking newspaper, form an
opinion on who you want to
vote for, than visit your state’s
Secretary of State’s website
(however hard to navigate it
might be). Boom, now you’re empowered to vote.
Now, what to do with such power? Talk to the representative that YOU voted for, and complain. Now
you have power over the way this country is run by
being a responsible constituent. Seems to me to be
less scary than knowing you did nothing at all.

Is There a Werewolf On Campus?
By Sandra ‘Soul seeker’ Custer ~ Daily Bull

Have you ever wondered if that guy down the hall is a werewolf ? I
have an answer for you - just answer the following questions about the
person in question below.
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No
		
Yes / No

Does he/she have a bushy unibrow?
Does he/she have hair on their palms?
Does he/she have tattoos?
Do they have a pulse?
Does he/she have strangely long middle fingers?
Do they have small ears?
Can you see their reflection in a mirror?
Are they low set on their head?
Are their canine teeth fang-like?
Do their eyes draw you in for long periods of time?
Do they go clothes shopping a lot?
Do they vanish at night for long periods of time?
Do they like their meat raw?
Do they hunger for brains?

The answers are in!
If YES was the answer to 1-13, than you have a werewolf
on your hands, I suggest getting some quicksilver, and a trusty silver
blade to defend yourself if you ever get in the creature’s path.
If NO was your response to all but 13 and possibly 10, you may have
a vampire on your hands and not a werewolf. If they sparkle kill
very quickly.
If the answer to 4 was NO and 14 was YES, it is a zombie….
remember to double tap.

SO THAT’S HOW
MY CALCULUS
PROFESSOR
SPENDS HIS
WEEKENDS..

